Backstage

“We keep moving forward, opening new doors, and doing new things, because we’re
curious and curiosity keeps leading us down new paths.”
–Walt Disney
New projects by the Southwest Washington
Wind Symphony during the 2018-2019 season:
ART AUCTION
Fundraising is tough, period. This season
we were privileged and grateful to have
original oil paintings contributed by The
Give Art Foundation available for silent auction during the concerts with all proceeds
going to the wind symphony (examples
above). The foundation was started and is
managed by Grace Teigen and Gene Wigglesworth (below), local philanthropic art
collectors. Its mission is to place visual art
where it will do the most good.

www.genewigglesworth.com

The foundation has contributed art to the
Portland Art Museum, Washington State
University, and the Gay Men’s Chorus. It
also has provided art supplies to elementary and high school programs.
Gene is also a T-shirt designer, famous for
that “Vancouver (not B.C.), Washington

(not D.C) …” shirt that we still see around
town. Check it out in this New York Times
feature:
https:www.nytimes.com/2009/12/06/
us/06vancouver.html
Many thanks are also due to Pete & Jan
Boulé for organizing the auction, Loren
Hascall for transporting the art, Karin Rivera (District Art Coordinator) for lending
supplies for the display, and Sandi Green
and Pam & Jim Phillips for helping usher
and coordinate the art auction.
CONDUCTING VIA VIDEOCONFERENCE
The business world has used computerbased videoconferencing for several years
to allow people from the around the world
(or across town) to meet and share images
and documents without having to be in the
same conference room. Nowadays, videoconferencing is also being used in music
education.
Reliably transmitting music with its tone
and timbre qualities requires more complex
software than transmitting speech. While
the details of data transmission are beyond
the scope of this newsletter, a successful
music videoconference requires software
customized for transmitting music and a
reliable internet connection with adequate
security and higher bandwidth to transmit
the audio and video signals. Also required
are high quality microphone(s) on the transmitting side, high quality headphones or
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speakers on the receiving end, and adequate processing speed in the computers. Here are just a few examples of how
this technology could be used:
 One-to-one private instruction (vocal,
instrumental)
 Remote expert evaluating a group’s
performance
 Remote teacher evaluating a local
teacher‘s technique
 Remote real-time audition
See the accompanying Columbian news
article from May 17, 2019 for more details.
Pictured below are Sam Ormson at the podium with the microphone behind him and
Gerard Morris connected remotely from
Tacoma during a recent rehearsal.

